3D Club stakes and shooting classes
Current Stakes: All stake distances are MAXIMUM Distances
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Purple Stake 15 yard
White Stake 25 yards
Orange Stake 30 yards
Yellow Stake 35 Yards
Red Stake 40 yards
Green Stake 45 yards
Blue Stake 50 yard
Light Blue Handicap stake

Classes:
1. Future Bowhunter / Beginners: (FBH/BEG) Archers 8 and under & Beginners: Archers shooting from a
distance he/ she is comfortable with. IF you are not comfortable having your child shoot from the stake at a
certain target then have the archer move up to where they are comfortable. Suggested stake PURPLE
2. Cub Limited: (CL) Age 9 to 12 Equipment consist of compound, longbow, recurve. No release can be
used. Suggested stake White
3. Cub: (CUB) male or female age 9 to 12 No restriction on equipment. Suggested stake White
4. Youth Limited: (YL) 13 to 17 Equipment consist of compound, longbow, recurve. No release can be used.
Suggested stake WHITE
5. Youth hunter: (YH) ages 13 to 17 male or female, equipment same as (BHC), Suggested stake ORANGE
6. Youth Crossbow: (YC) ages 8- 12 male or female Crossbows must be standard production crossbows,
suggested stake WHITE
7. Bowhunter Crossbow: (BHC) age 13 to 17 male or female Crossbows must be standard production
crossbows, Suggested stake YELLOW
8. Bowhunter Limited Male: (BHLM) 18 to 61 compound bow with or without sights, no release of any kind
may be used. A sight shall have fixed pins, cross hair, or circle style pins without lens or magnification,
Sights may not be adjusted after entering the shooting course. Only one stabilizer or stabilizer system having
a single point of attachment may be used. The stabilizer can be any shape or configuration as long as it is
contained within a theoretical sphere having a radius of 12 inches measured from the point of attachment.
Suggested Stake YELLOW.
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9. Bowhunter Limited Female: (BHLF)18 to 61 compound bow with or without sights, No release of any
kind may be used. A sight shall have fixed pins, cross hair, or circle style pins without lens or magnification,
Sights may not be adjusted after entering the shooting course. Only one stabilizer or stabilizer system having
a single point of attachment may be used. The stabilizer can be any shape or configuration as long as it is
contained within a theoretical sphere having a radius of 12 inches measured from the point of attachment.
Suggested Stake YELLOW.
10. Bowhunter Adult Male: (BHAM) 18 to 61 compound bow with or without sights, Release of any kind A
sight shall have fixed pins, cross hair, or circle style pins without lens or magnification, Sights may not be
adjusted after entering the shooting course. Only one stabilizer or stabilizer system having a single point of
attachment may be used. The stabilizer can be any shape or configuration as long as it is contained within a
theoretical sphere having a radius of 12 inches measured from the point of attachment. Suggested Stake
YELLOW.
11. Bowhunter Adult Female: (BHAF) 18 to 61 compound bow with or without sights, Release of any kind A
sight shall have fixed pins, cross hair, or circle style pins without lens or magnification, Sights may not be
adjusted after entering the shooting course. Only one stabilizer or stabilizer system having a single point of
attachment may be used. The stabilizer can be any shape or configuration as long as it is contained within a
theoretical sphere having a radius of 12 inches measured from the point of attachment. Suggested Stake
YELLOW.
12. Open male: (OM) age 18 to 61no restrictions on sights, stabilizers or style of release. Suggested stake
GREEN
13. Open Female: (OF) age 18 to 61 no restrictions on sights, stabilizers or style of release. Suggested stake
Red
14. Traditional: (TRAD)18 & up: male or female: recurve, longbow, no release aide. Suggested stake WHITE
15. Crossbow Adult: (CBA)18 – 61 male or female Crossbows must be standard production crossbows.
Suggested stake BLUE
16. Crossbow Senior: (CBS) 62+ male or female Crossbows must be standard production crossbows.
Suggested stake YELLOW
17. Senior Male Open: (SMO) age 62+ Equipment shall consist of a compound, recurve, or longbow shot with
no restrictions on sights, stabilizers, or style of release. Suggested stake GREEN
18. Senior Female Open: (SFO) Age 62+ + Equipment shall consist of a compound, recurve, or longbow shot
with no restrictions on sights, stabilizers, or style of release. Suggested stake RED
19. Senior Bowhunter Male- (SBHN)Age 62+ compound bow with or without sights, A sight shall have fixed
pins, cross hair, or circle style pins without lens or magnification, Sights may not be adjusted after entering
the shooting course. Only one stabilizer or stabilizer system having a single point of attachment may be used.
The stabilizer can be any shape or configuration as long as it is contained within a theoretical sphere having a
radius of 12 inches measured from the point of attachment. Suggested Stake ORANGE
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20. Senior Bowhunter Female: (SBHF) age 62+ + compound bow with or without sights, A sight shall have
fixed pins, cross hair, or circle style pins without lens or magnification, Sights may not be adjusted after
entering the shooting course. Only one stabilizer or stabilizer system having a single point of attachment may
be used. The stabilizer can be any shape or configuration as long as it is contained within a theoretical sphere
having a radius of 12 inches measured from the point of attachment. Suggested Stake ORANGE
21. Handicap: This stake is used when a shot is placed from an elevated platform. This stake will be
placed on the ground usually under the elevated platform

For all Known Distance classes: Shooters may elect to use range finders. The club will NOT be
supplying the yardage. In this class, it is up to the shooter to determine the distance. The archer
cannot walk up to the target.
1. Male Known 40 (MK40) No restriction on sights, stabilizer, or style of release. Yardage will be known.
Rangefinders are allowed. Archer will shoot from the RED stake.
2. Male Known 50: (MK50) No restriction on sights, stabilizer, or style of release. Yardage will be known.
Rangefinders are allowed. Archer will shoot from the BLUE stake.
3. Female Known 35: (FK35) No restriction on sights, stabilizers, or style of release. Yardage will be known.
Rangefinders are allowed. Archer will shoot from the YELLOW stake.
4. Female Known 45: (FK45) No restriction on sights, stabilizers, or style of release. Yardage will be known.
Rangefinders are allowed. Archer will shoot from the GREEN stakes
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